Kurozumikyō
Kurozumikyō (黒住教), literally "the Teachings of Kurozumi," is a Japanese religion largely derived from Shinto roots and founded
in 1846. The founder, a Shinto priest by the name of Kurozumi, had a Divine union with Amaterasu, Goddess of the sun and chief
Kami in the Shinto pantheon, in 1814.
The core beliefs of the sect center around this idea, and the assertion that Amaterasu is the source of all light and life, and creator of
all the universe. Mankind is believed to be able to tap into the divine power of Amaterasu in order to heal the sick and perform other
miracles. The sect is based in Okayama, and focuses on the virtues of sincerity, selflessness, hard work, and affirmation of the
established social order.
Though Kurozumi's divine experience occurred in 1814, the sect was not formally organized until 1846, when the priest and senior
disciples assembled the Osadamegaki, putting into writing all the beliefs, values, and laws of the sect. Originally, their religious and
missionary activity was tolerated by the feudal Okayama lord, as it did not threaten his power or conflict greatly with the religious
beliefs already practiced in the area.
By the time of the Meiji Restoration in 1868, the sect had gained followers in Kyushu and western and southwestern Honshū, all the
way up to Tokyo. It gained independence from the Board of Shinto Affairs in 1876, and established its own Shinto shrine, the
Munetada Shrine, in Okayama in 1885. However, the Kurozumikyō sect failed to adapt as the nation modernized, and so it stagnated.
As of 1978, the group claimed 218,000 followers.
Muneharu Kurozumi, the Sixth Chief Patriarch of Kurozumikyō, is af
filiated to the openly revisionist lobby Nippon Kaigi.[1]
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Etymology
From Old Japanese 天 (ama, “sky, the heavens”) + 照らす (terasu, “to illuminate something”).

Proper noun

天

照

あま

て(らす)

Grade: 1

Grade: 4

kun’yomi

天照 (hiragana あまてらす , katakana アマテ
ラス, rōmaji Amaterasu)
1. (Japanese mythology, Shinto) Amaterasu, the
Japanese sun goddess
2. (poetic) the Sun

Derived terms
アマ テラス オオ ミカミ

天照大神
オオ ミ カミ

アマ テラス

(Amaterasu Ōmikami), 天

照

大御神 (Amaterasu Ōmikami)

The Sun goddess emerging out of a cave, bringing sunlight
back to the universe

See also
ツク ヨミ

月読 (Tsukuyomi)
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ナ

ギ

須佐之男 (Susanoo)
伊邪那岐 (Izanagi)
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